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 Little deaths grew out of the artist’s grieving over the loss of her 
mother, when the idea of creating ash paintings first came to her. 
Bereavement provides the thematic kernel of the show, which deals with 
transience, mortality, irretrievable loss and humankind’s thwarted 
aspirations to recover the past and achieve permanence and meaning. 
Ash connotes death and dissolution, and the material ensures an ideal 
coincidence between subject and medium. 

 The painting above depicts five adventurous young boys setting off in 
a frail inflatable rubber dinghy. In this lyrical evocation of youth the boys 
are painted with overwhelming tenderness, and the reflected light 
bouncing off the water and bathing their glowing torsos in tinted shadows 
lends them a radiant presence. The intense cerulean blue of the vessel 
sounds an affirmative note appropriate to this gesture of independence, 
this voyage of discovery. 
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 The boys desire to escape parental supervision and venture into the 
unknown, marks an essential rite of passage and as such, it entails risk. 
Black is inextricably associated with death and mourning, and the broad, 
blank, black chunks Gottgens uses intimate nullity, absence, abeyance – 
the void – and sets up a groundswell of fear, grief and loss. The artist has a 
young adolescent boy, and something of her love for him suffuses this 
painting, which expresses a mother’s urge to perpetuate that golden 
moment when her son appears most enchanting and when their bond is at 
its most intense and binding. The pain of future separation casts a pall over 
“little deaths” and sharpens its edge of anxiety and misgivings. 

 A cluster of paintings present various alternative conclusions to the 
above image, and these conflicting scenarios seemingly embody a 
mother’s fretful imaginings. In one, craft and crew are buried beneath such 
dense veils of grey and black pigment that they appear like the dim 
afterglow of an event long consigned to oblivion. The rosy tones that make 
the image above so alive have faded away. In another painting the prow 
of the boat disintegrates into smudges, and the heads of the boys dissolve 
into hollow pools of inky blue.  

 Deliquescence often characterizes the artist’s treatment of the 
human body, rendered as a nebulous blur emerging out of the pigment or 
bleeding back into it.  Smudged contours dematerialize the anatomies 
and lend the boys a ghostly presence, identifying them as figments, 
phantoms or memories shuttling through consciousness. In another painting 
a scuttled barge hangs over a recuperating boy lying on his stomach. The 
image speaks of misadventure and captures a moment of pained 
reflection, as the boy mulls over his possible abandonment or rescue.  

 The crucifixion pose of the boy in another painting, with flames that 
recall votive candles, the slab alter-like cubes, and the bulls, all instill a 
sense of sacrifice and sacrament. The bulls evoke rituals of slaughter and 
feast that solemnize all rites of passage. However, the sacrifice the painting 
mourns is not the extinction, but the blight and diminishment of the myriad 
“little deaths” whereby the pubescent boy’s innocence and bright hopes 
are gradually pumiced away by asperities of growth and experience. Bulls 
are emblematic of the dark and anarchic instincts of lust and aggression 
associated with testosterone-riddled male adolescence. Bulls also 
represent the herding instinct and the emergent male drives which impel 
the youth to distance himself from his mother. The rampant energies of the 
teenage male are discharged in sexual rivalry and potentially lethal 
conflicts, and accordingly this work remains open-ended. The boy may be 
triumphantly surging up from the deep or about to drown in the ocean of 
ferocity and libido. 
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Little deaths culminates in an image of adulthood, a reworking of 
Eadweard Muybridge’s photographic suite of images portraying the 
movement of two wrestlers. In Gottgens’ reworking the contest of strength 
embodies some primal conflict between reason and senses, good and evil, 
ego and id. Combat is internalized, and each man kills the thing he loves 
as the sparring partners enact a dance of death, an allegorical two-step, 
that commences with the circling, sizing up and sexual appraisal, then 
moves into grappling succeeded by wild flinging actions before 
concluding in sado-masochistic domination, rape, death and obliteration. 

Action is ritualized and frozen into a stylized tableau. Movement is 
accomplished with a formal balletic grace that purges the image of the 
sweaty corporeality of Muybridge’s brawny, lumbering pugilists. Gottgens’ 
wintry, tonal palette of greys and blacks leeches all colour away, 
distancing the wrestlers from everyday life and elevating them into 
universal archetypes. Particulars capsize in a foggy blur: the antagonists 
become disembodied and they glow with a somber ashen luminescence 
that proclaims them pure spirit returned to earth to teach a sorry lesson.  
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